Serial nine cressida

They were pseudo luxury cars that were made for taking trips to the grocery store and picking
up the kids from school. With minimal work, and a good knowledge of cars, one could have a
powerful car with less investment than, sayâ€¦ a SX or AE Each packed with six cylinders of
aggression, they both spew out smoke more than most of the field that attend drift events in the
Northwest. With a style and attitude that is cooler than Fonzie himself , they drift these barges
without a thought to anything else. Sometime back in , Gerard was part of a crew that had an
exclusive requirement. To be part of it, you had to have a completely built car. From head to toe,
each car had to be touched and be the best it could be with attention to detail and style. That
crew was Serial Nine. For his part, Gerard built a Cressida. He had to build most of the parts
himself. So, when people started to take notice of his car, they asked him to make some parts
for their own cars. After a bit, he was being asked so often for the custom parts he was making
that he revived the Serial Nine name for his own personal brand of dopeness. Now Serial Nine is
beginning to make a name for itself outside of Canada with its parts, body kits, and also by
sponsoring Formula D licensed driver Ameen Rizvi with a slew of Serial Nine products. Being
into cars for as long as he can remember, Gerard started playing around with drifting in the 90s,
but had mostly kept it off the grid until four years ago when he started coming to organized
events. This Phoenix Yellow sedan looks better than any drift car really should. The custom
Serial Nine body kit looks downright amazing â€” I am willing to bet any kid with an MX83 is
saving up right now to get it. The Work Varianza wheels were something I had never actually
seen before â€” I had to ask what they were when I first saw them. They are definitely not a
common wheel and, with them, the stance is utterly perfect. Engine: 1. All plumbing done in
custom anodized AN fittings and Earls lightweight nylon braided hose. One day, back when
Gerard had a small shop on Mitchell Island an island near the center of Vancouver, BC he heard
some drifting nearby. When he went to investigate, he found a couple 86s and S13s drifting
around. One of the Corollas being drifted that night was driven by Kevin Petersen. I met Kevin
about seven years ago at a drift event in Canada hosted by an old group called Vancouver
Drifters Society. A few of us Washingtonians would make the trek early in the morning and meet
at a small air strip called Boundary Bay. Back then Kevin had an AE86 Levin coupe â€” the most
popular incarnation people may remember was when it was wrapped in bright glitter pink vinyl,
super low, with jaw dropping wide wheels. Oh, and it also had a 13b rotary in it!! Being a Corolla
guy for such a long time, I asked Kevin why he decided to switch chassis. I decided to start all
over from scratch and build a new car. I was already pretty familiar with the MX73, having
owned two before. Just as Kevin was making the decision to build an MX73, Gerard was selling
a bunch of of old parts. He picked them up and his car ultimately turned out to be the MX73
Serial Nine test bed. Hanging around Gerard rubbed off on Kevin. So much so that the Serial
Nine cars are now second to none. When Kevin first started building his car, he watched how
Gerard worked and created his cars. Kevin will be competing in the Evergreen Proam series
next year in his Cressida, but this year he is still upgrading and working our the kinks by taking
it to tracks like Evergreen Speedway for open drifts and Pacific Grand Prix for the invite events.
With a devil may care smirk and a slick repartee, Kevin has an infectious personality that will
prove to anyone that you can still have fun with whatever is thrown at you. At one of the last
events his car was only able to go for a few laps until mechanical failure sidelined him. Instead
of get pissed, he propped up a chair on the roof of his car and watched for the rest of the day
haha! Though the name gets out there with the help of Kevin as well as Formula D driver
Ameen; who runs every part Gerard makes. Something that would have to have no
compromises like you have with a street car. Serial Nine is a brand that will continue to grow
with the popularity of the Toyota Cressida, the ultimate goal is to build the best parts and cars.
Branching out to other makes eventually, Gerard hopes to expand into the quality name brand
like other JDM tuners that have come before him. I have no doubt that we will be hearing and
seeing things from Serial Nine for years to come. Are Cressidas reasonably easy to find still?
The Serial Nine stuff is pricey, but is probably worth it ten times over in terms of part support
for Cressidas. Too bad the prices of the cars themselves are slowly creeping up in price. Thats
how the west does it, thanks for putting the inspiration back into my own cressida project here
in AZ. A word to the writer awesome job sick editorial. What an awesome grocery getter. Makes
me wanna get a Cressida now! You just gotta love the classics. Awesome Photos Yoshi, and
great write up Lucasâ€¦ I remember growing up with cressidas, never thought i would see them
drifting around corners and looking soo great. Lucas Perez. Feature Cars. You may also like.
Props to G and Kevin P. Solid write up lucas. Enjoyed this nice writeup! Dude, rad Cressies.
Cool write up too. Camrys are great family cars. Awesome writeup, plain and simple. So sick! Im
not the no1 fan with these cars, but keep educating me like this and il get there lol. Serial Nine
crew are a bunch of Billy Badasses! Sick pics Yoshi! Those Cressidas are bad ass! Awesome
write up LP. Serial Nine is killer. Very nice cars jus love Toyota. Leave a Reply Cancel Reply.

Wilwood Electric Parking Brake Caliper. Sparco Carbon 43mm Automatic Watch. Driving is in
his blood. We recently caught up with professional drifter Ken Gushi at Asari Auto, his dad's
auto repair shop. Both love cars and work on them. Just like the cartoon drama, Ken learned
how to drift from his father, in an AE And that was when he was 13, before he was even old
enough to get a license to drive. So it's easy to understand how he became the youngest driver
to ever compete in D1GP and Formula D at age Fast-forward, he's 23 now and has years of
professional drifting experience. We were curious to see what he's up to when he's off the
clock. You can take a fish out of water, but you can't take someone who drifts for a living and
not expect him to get loose on the streets. An unsuspecting Toyota Cressida was what we
encountered. No, its not anywhere near perfect shape but it's a very realistic street condition.
Something we've all had and gone through with our cars. You might have heard the a rumor or
two about Cressidas having some potential, so let us and Ken show you exactly what you can
do to these grandpa machines. For starters, no ' X83 chassis Cressida came with a manual
transmission in the US. On top of that, they came with the 7M-GE that is known for blowing
head gaskets. Luckily the ' And even better the JZ series engines and transmission also bolts
into the X83 Cressida chassis. Most Cressida owners go with the imported 2. Super Street: Why
did you build this car? Ken Gushi: I built this Cressida for the sole purpose of drifting practice.
During the off-season for Formula Drift, my RS-R Scion Racing tC is stripped down for a fresh
rebuild and the car is not available for me to practice with. To close the gap between the last
round of the previous season and the first round of the next season, I built this Cressida so I
can continue to drift. It's cheap and roomy so I thought it would be the perfect candidate for an
all-purpose, street-able, affordable, drift car that can haul ass. This isn't my first Cressida either.
I first got into them back in SS: All Toyota, all the time? KG: I've been a huge fan of Toyotas
ever since I can remember. I also have another Scion tC for a daily driver. So pretty much
everything I drive is a Toyota. SS: How long did it take you to build this car? KG: The build took
me roughly three months. I started off the build by prepping the body first. When I got the car,
the body was beat up because the previous owner didn't take care of it. There was rust
everywhere and I knew if I didn't take care of it then, it would get worse. I spent about a month
and a half doing bodywork and restoration. Then I moved on to suspension parts and brakes.
That took about two weeks while waiting on some parts from 'G' at Serial Nine. If you want
awesome suspension parts for a Cressida, you have to go to They even have an aero kit for the
Cressida! The rest of the time was spent prepping the engine but in the end, it came out better
than I had expected. This car is a missile! SS: How difficult was it to swap in the straight-six
beast and five-speed conversion? KG: The swap was very easy and straightforward. Toyota was
nice enough to make many things interchangeable with their cars. SS: Did you do the swap
yourself? KG: I did everything myself, wiring and all. SS: How does the Cressida drift? KG: It's
really easy to slide. My tC has a long wheelbase so I needed a similar car to practice with. The
Cressida has a long inch wheelbase. SS: Do you drift this thing on the street? KG: I did once
accidentally slide in on an on-ramp. SS: Does that 'accidentally' happen often? KG: It does
surprisingly. SS: What advice would you give to someone who is thinking of building a
Cressida? KG: Look for a strong, clean, healthy motor if you're not swapping in another motor.
Beware, the 7M-GE is known for blowing head gaskets. Check out They do have a thing against
newbs, so just grow thicker skin and you'll be fine. Aside from all the performance mods, this
Cressida has a complete front-end change. It's hard to tell if you don't stare at Cressidas all day
long, but the Cresta front-end is a subtle yet muy bueno upgrade. It also lightens up the
front-end and allows for easier installation of the 4'' thick front mount intercooler. The
headlights, hood and grille all bolt up after that. Not completely done, the Cressida is still pretty
rough around the edges. This is a street car and this is street life, even for a pro drifter.
Eventually, Ken plans to remove the factory twin-turbos and upgrade to a fat single GReddy T67
turbo. Once that's in place the car will get a nice new coat of paint for flossing on the streets.
Stay tuned and we might bring it back when it's all done. You can take the track and the car
away from him, but drifting is a habit for Ken Gushi. The Toyota Cressida is more known as
your grandpa's car, but after the PJ treatment, you'll be wishing you had one. Everyone has
heard of the GT40 and GT. SuperStreetOnline features. View Photo Gallery 15 Photos. Drivetrain
Supra R 5-speed transmission. Brakes Nissan Skyline R32 4-piston calipers. By Charles Trieu.
Japanese European Domestic. Alex Stoklosa â€” Feb 23, Bob Hernandez â€” Feb 22, Rodrez â€”
Feb 19, The Legend of the high-revving Honda S Roadster. Nick Yekikian â€” Feb 18, Christian
Seabaugh â€” Feb 17, Super Street Newsletter Sign Up. Email: Required. Zip Code:. Yes â€” I
prefer to receive offers and promotions from Super Street Online. Yes â€” I prefer to receive
occasional updates with special offers from carefully selected third party partners of Super
Street Online. By subscribing you agree to the terms and conditions of our terms of use.
Sponsored Links. Make Model Year Search. Related Articles SuperStreetOnline features. May

Posted by 24 Hour Fitment. Think of the nicest person you knowâ€¦alright, thought of them?
Now imagine that to the next level, and that level is named Galen Callahan. I recently met Galen
a few months back at a VW meet. As time went on I started checking out what was done to the
car and where it had been built. Come to find out, it was built in his very own shop. Galen is a
very talented individual. He has the kind of OCD a perfectionist has, and his work always comes
out looking amazing. From his exhaust, to his intercooler piping, to the box for the battery kill
switch as pictured above, these are just a few examples of his fabrication abilities. He then
relocated the battery and the fuse box not only for looks but also to improve weight distribution.
Along with stripping everything previously mentioned, the sunroof was removed and sealed up
as well as the extra aluminum along the roof which was cut out. This is just some of said
welding, clean and to the point. He has recently started accepting the jobs thrown at him and
can quote you a great price for the work that is being done. Lets step into his office real quick.
As you can see again, everything is strictly business and track ready. Though he has no stereo,
carpet, sound deadening, or anything remotely luxury left, being that we live in the Northwest,
he still has that heater that has helped keep those foggy windows clear on rainy track days. And
of course, what car would be complete without Will Nakassa eating delicious Pringles in the left
of the photo. What keeps a beast like Galen Callahan up and running? Vanilla Coke and coffee!
Be on the look out for part 2. I asked him for a full mod list and this is what I was sent. A lot of it
is serious, and some of it is just for laughs. Right Rear Door Half Chooped up weight reduction
mod that is about Fly Like a G6. Posted in Featured , Uncategorized. Tags: 1j , 1jz , cressida ,
drift , drifting , galen callahan , MX8 , toyota , work , XD9. Create a free website or blog at
WordPress. Skip to navigation Skip to main content Skip to primary sidebar Skip to secondary
sidebar Skip to footer 24 Hour Fitment. Blog Archives. Search for:. Add your thoughts here
Email Required Name Required Website. By continuing to use this website, you agree to their
use. To find out more, including how to control cookies, see here: Cookie Policy. But, the
Cressida is one of the best-hidden gems in the automotive world. The Cressida also lead to the
Lexus LS, which ended up being a pretty huge success. In a world of loud cars everywhere,
sleepers are becoming increasingly common. What happens when you want to fly under the
radar? Well, you need a car that is A. This goes without saying, but the Cressida is quite
honestly an ugly car. If you look at it for long enough it might become semi-attractive, but it will
never truly be a good looking car. Like I said above, ugly cars fly under the radar, so almost no
one will expect much out of an old and ugly Toyota. You know what the nicest part of grandma
cars are? The luxurious interior. Think about this logically, what makes a grandma car, a
grandma car? Luxury car interiors are rather obviously a lot nicer to drive around in than
standard interiors. The downside to this is that it adds a lot of unnecessary weight. But, many
Cressidas end up being turned into drift cars, and that awesome granny interior always ends up
going in the trash. Basically, the 1JZ and 2JZ both have the ability to make insane amounts of
power with as little as a turbo and fueling upgrades. How does this translate to making the
Cressida better? Well, remember what I said at the beginning? This engine can super easily be
swapped out with the much better 1JZ. A swap is pretty much as simple as changing the wiring
harness and computer. This swap will take a Cressida from a pathetic horsepower to over
horsepower really quickly. Luckily most of the people in the drift community know what the
Cressida is capable of. They embrace it as one of the oddball types of drift cars. Overall I think
the Cressida makes an excellent sleeper. It being related to the MK3 Supra definitely makes it
even more attractive to modification. Let me know what you think of the Cressida down in the
comments below! I built a 1J cressida when you could still get the jzx81 front cuts. It was a
fantastic car and I still kick myself for selling it. Not that many around in good shape now. Can
go even cheaper. Take the turbo 7mgte out of a MkIII Supra that someone else has decided is
unreliableâ€¦swap with extreme ease. Apply standard turbo car protocol and get lols with stock
looking setup. Had a it was my first car. That is the only car I have owned that I cried when I got
rid of it. That car was so ahead of its time with CD and motorized dash board features! A well
built, quality eclassic. Lots of engine swap options. Great suspension options via excessive
manufacturing, Serial Nine, and others. Drifters are buying them up, so clean umolested ones
are getting harder to find and are a lot more expensive than a few years ago. This was Toyotas
flagship model, and a real sport touring car. I live in Australia and these cars were very popular
here but are getting hard too find good ones. I fixed the heads up on them with steel head
gaskets and tighten them down too original specks with new head bolts. The heads on these
cars and a lot of the Toyota range are designed by Yamaha. Super reliable car and the baby
Lexus. I have now a series 2 mx83 in ice blue pearl. I had the car for 6 yrs now bought it when it
had 99, Kim or 60, miles it now has ,klm or about 70, miles. Original paint original car all round,
love it as it is dead stock and not many people preserve these cars as they are getting hard to
find really nice ones. Also re checked the torque times. Will try to check again soon. Used

regular graphite style gasket. The head lasts typically a lot longer on the 7mge than 7mgte. Mine
popped at k and could have been nursed home but we towed it, it kept the block and head in
great shape that way. I also had the head serviced i left the cams in so they did those as well.
Scrapped the bottom of the valves myself. The 7MGE is what a slightly heavier older but
tougher motor? Sounds like a win win to me also more DIY friendly because of the older
tougher bolts ect. I spent about a month doing the head gasket job making sure all the old
graphite was shaved off and all the stop leak previous owner put in was removed from small
coolant tubes. Hit a deer changed trans filter and put a triple row radiator electric fans seems to
run cooler but heat up the interior more because I run them full blast all the time. My interior is
still somewhat stock but I ditched the ashtray, stereo, little compartment and turned it into a big
box for whatever I want. Also thinking about putting in smartphone stations for the rear
passengers ashtrays. A few times never hit the limiter. I go off the line with it but usually around
30 to 70 percent throttle. Also this thing is damned fast. Save my name, email, and website in
this browser for the next time I comment. Currently you have JavaScript disabled. In order to
post comments, please make sure JavaScript and Cookies are enabled, and reload the page.
Click here for instructions on how to enable JavaScript in your browser. Sleeper Looks In a
world of loud cars everywhere, sleepers are becoming increasingly common. Luxurious Interior
You know what the nicest part of grandma cars are? Drift Community Luckily most of the
people in the drift community know what the Cressida is capable of. Summary Overall I think the
Cressida makes an excellent sleeper. About Bryce Cleveland Articles. Bryce founded Dust
Runners Automotive Journal in as a way to write about the cars he found interesting. Follow
him on Instagram for more bryce. I think its a sexy car that truly reflects the JDM culture. Fast or
not, this car deserves love. I just bought a Toyota cresta came with a 1jzge and I just put a turbo
on it its hella fun. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Those of
us who have been following the drifting scene pretty closely have known about Ameen and his
Cressida for quite some time now. Wait a minuteâ€¦ but Ameen did drive a SX. Well, that and he
blew up a ton of US-market 7MGE engines when he was trying to use them for drifting. Bad idea.
So if he started out with a Toyota Supra , why move to a four door family car like a Cressida one
might ask..? Well, when Ameen was doing research on building his MA70 Supra, he discovered
that the chassis of the MA70 Supra and MX83 Cressida were extremely similar, and many of the
engine and suspension parts were the same as well. After wasting a lot of time talking about
cars and getting full on blueberry french toast, pecan waffles and things like that, Ameen and
the Texas crew trailered their cars to the general vicinity of the Cipher Garage so that we could
get some pics of the Cressida off the trailer. We just had to do it. We were pressed for time and
sunlight, and these guys needed to get back to Houston asap. Brilliant deduction, Holmes. I like
the Mayday Garage sticker on the front bumper, and that red sticker in the corner of the window
too. To prevent this, the proper technique is to cut the front sections of Chaser fenders off, and
weld them to the rear section of a set of Cressida fenders. Making the fenders fit perfectly with
the corner lights will have to wait. But their low price point allows Ameen to drift his heart out all
day and not worry about them making contact with other cars, curbs, the pavement, things like
that. Prior to the North American launch of the Lexus brand in , the Toyota Cressida was the top
of the line Toyota that you could buy in the United States. The former owner was an old lady
that blew the motor and never had enough money to pay for the rebuild. Ameen proceeded to
rip out the factory seats, and bolted red Sparco seats in their place. The cracked-leather
wrapped OEM Cressida was removed as well. In order to make any real power, one has to swap
in either a 2. It was a bulletproof motor too; I overheated my 1J multiple times when I was trying
to figure out the best cooling system for the car, and it still pulled like the first day I got it. The
thing about the 2J is, it has way more torque. Oh, and see the gold crest underneath the roof
wing? But I dunno. The muffler is actually a generic eBay N1 style exhaust canister that was
welded up to the Cressida quickly to get the car going. His solution to this predicament was to
cut a custom drop vent into his JZX81 Chaser hood and weld on metal support tabs on the side.
Good job! Lifting the hood, the strut towers have been stitch welded, and Serial Nine coilovers
have been bolted up from underneath. I was pretty surprised when I saw how clean the engine
bay of this MX83 is. It looks so clean without all the wires, sheesh. Nice Koyo radiator, too.
MotorMavens definitely does not have the same outlook on feature cars as the big print
magazines do. Great coverage Antonio! Dope Cressida. I remember back in the day my aunt got
one of these and I was hype to drive it to the prom â€” it was considered a pretty baller car back
then. It was in direct competition with the Acura Legend and the Honda Vigor back in the mid to
late eighties. Lot of drug dealers donated these to state auctions back in the dayâ€¦. They told
you about that, huh? I came outside just in time to see Ameen pass, then Russell and Chelsea
came barreling through right after! Totally missed the shot. I was worried, so I told them they
should stop drifting and load up their cars immediately cause there are always TONS of cops

crawling through my area at all times, cause the police station is just a few blocks away. Close
call, it would suck if their cars got impounded in Cali! Nice post. Love this car. Cool to see an
unusual car do its thing. Love when engine bays are painted white or light grey. Hope Ameen
goes far next year in FD. Man, I have been there since the begining of this car life with ameen,
and everytime I see it, makes me smile. Snoochy boochies! Antonio Alvendia. Feature Cars. Oh,
and a locked differential. You may also like. I love the engine bay on this. DOPE post Antonio!!!!
As above sweet post Antonio! Great write up, Antonio! Love the sun flares! That car is so dope.
LOVE this car Also enjoyed the payless shoes comment, haha. Congrats Ameen!!!! Monstah
cressida! Nice writeup antonioâ€¦X8 pride! OMG Jizzle my pantsâ€¦.!! Article is toooo dope.
Leave a Reply Cancel Reply. Wilwood Electric Parking Brake Caliper. Sparco Carbon 43mm
Automatic Watch. David Gomez is a pretty big fan of drifting. It was at this point that his military
service brought him to Okinawa, Japan and his love for the drifting world was cemented.
Drifting is king on the tiny island and his interests coincided with the revelation of it. Known in
the states as a Toyota Cressida, the car is a four-door family sedan that just so happens to be
rear wheel drive and is immensely popular in the drifting world. Sadly, the Japanese version had
to be left behind on his return trip to the States. He missed the car so much that he purchased a
Cressida and immediately set to work bringing its performance potential to a more respectable
standard. David did all of the work in his garage and even purchased a motor and trans before
even finding the car â€” he had to, as the US spec were considerably milder and less wilder. In
addition to the swap, a ton of JDM spec parts were either brought with him or imported over and
installed. The ride features a host of Drift Motion mods including a light weight and polished
pulley set with steel braided lines for the clutch, steering and fuel lines. Gas iDavid Gomez is a
pretty big fan of drifting. Gas is vented through a stainless steel twin turbo down pipe and a
custom 3-inch exhaust with a Magnaflow turbo race muffler. For a family sedan, it has an aggre
ford focus shift solenoid d
chevy truck engine diagram
hyundai elantra gs
ssive stance thanks to the Big Win Type 1 body kit. All of the fenders have been rolled and
pulled and feature the customary battle damage. The rare JDM rain guards give an added touch
as well. The interior features a Grip Royal steering wheel and twin turbo boost gauge for
monitoring. The car is dropped on BC Racing coilovers with some extremely aggressive
polished wheels tucked into the fender wells. The suspension has been further worked with the
addition of Xcessive Manufacturing differential and Serial Nine solid subframe bushings. A
Tanabe Sustec front strut bar adds more chassis rigidity. Overall, the car is an excellent
day-to-day grocery getter with the ability to get on it when needed. Street Pulse is a
photo-intense, edgy showcase of hot young adults who make the best out of life in Honolulu.
Ori and the Will of the Wisps. Get a Hottie in your Inbox. About Street Pulse is a photo-intense,
edgy showcase of hot young adults who make the best out of life in Honolulu. Follow Us.

